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China Institute Gallery, established in 1966, is New York's only non-commercial exhibition space solely dedicated 
to Chinese art and is known for its innovative thematic and scholarly exhibitions, publications and related art 
education programs.  The Gallery invites distinguished scholars in a variety of academic and artistic fields to curate 
exhibitions.  Original exhibitions are accompanied by a scholarly catalogue that provide in-depth exploration of the 
subjects and are published by the Gallery. 
 
China Institute was founded in 1926 by American philosopher John Dewey and Chinese educator Hu Shih, together 
with other prominent educators. It is the oldest bi-cultural and educational organization in the United States with an 
exclusive focus on China and is dedicated to advancing a deeper understanding of China through programs in 
education, culture, business, and art in the belief that cross-cultural understanding strengthens our global 
community. 



I
Confucius: His Life and Legacy in Art 

 
f one person could be said to symbolize Chinese civilization, it would 
be the ancient thinker, teacher, and statesman Confucius (551–479 

BCE), venerated for centuries as the Sage of Culture. He transmitted 
ancient rituals and texts, taught lofty ideals of governance, and 
exemplified individual moral cultivation. The code of ethics and moral 
sense at the core of his beliefs emphasize benevolence (ren) as the 
greatest human virtue and proper adherence to rites (li) as essential to 
maintaining the norms of social behavior at all levels. In addition, he 
advocated “education for all without distinction,” and he taught a 
philosophy of life, known as the Doctrine of the Mean, which encouraged 
restraint and an unbiased response to any situation. His teachings, 
developed by his disciples and later scholars, were central to Chinese 
dynastic rule and came to be spread widely through East Asia. 

 
In the last years of his life, Confucius devoted himself to education and 
scholarship, editing what would become known as the “Classics.” After 
his death, his house in Qufu, capital of the ancient Lu state in modern-
day Shandong province, was to become a memorial shrine and eventually 
a great temple. Later, emperors would award him posthumous honors, 
and official temples at government schools set up in provincial and 
prefectural centers as part of the civil service examination system would 
offer sacrifices twice a year to his spirit as well as to those of his 
disciples and later canonized Confucians. The music, participants, 
paraphernalia, and offerings in such ceremonies were regulated by the 
central government. 

 

The diverse cultural objects and artworks in this exhibition come from 
archaeological sites in Confucius’s homeland or had been preserved by his 
descendants in the Kong family. They reveal the life of Confucius, his 
ideological beliefs, and the veneration of him by later generations. Less 
familiar than his teachings, the material and artistic legacy on view help 
us to situate him in his own era, explore his significance in later ages, 
and reflect on his continued presence in China and the rest of the world. 



VENERATING CONFUCIUS: 
THE OFFICIAL CULT AND THE KONG FAMILY ANCESTRAL CULT 
 
The objects displayed in this room highlight the roles of emperors and 
descendants in maintaining the cult of Confucius in his hometown of Qufu 
during the Ming and Qing dynasties. Confucius was worshiped throughout 
China as the official paragon of learning and culture, but the Qufu temple 
enjoyed special significance because his descendants also performed 
ancestral rites there. Although few emperors came to offer sacrifice in 
person, many bestowed lavish gifts, including precious ritual vessels (nos. 
23, 36–37). 
 
Shortly after Confucius died, his descendants, disciples, and local feudal 
lords began making offerings, at first at his grave and later at a memorial 
shrine nearby. From the 2nd century BCE to the early 20th century, 
successive dynasties underwrote sacrifices to Confucius in Qufu. Such 
support might help a regime gain the allegiance of educated men and 
attract them to government service. In recent years, a revived and 
modified version of the offering ceremony has been performed in Qufu on 
September 28, the date celebrated as Confucius’s birthday. 

 
Beginning in the Han dynasty, Chinese rulers awarded hereditary noble 
ranks, agricultural lands, and tax exemptions to male descendants of 
Confucius, who were surnamed Kong. In return, the Kongs were expected 
to maintain regular sacrifices to Confucius and their immediate 
ancestors. From 1055 until 1935, the senior member of each generation 
held the title of Duke for Perpetuating the Sage (nos. 31–33, 36) and 
headed a palatial establishment (now called the Kong Mansion) adjacent 
to the temple. Memorial portraits (nos. 26–30) visually convey the 
prestige of the dukes and their wives, who often came from prominent 
official families. Relations between the ducal mansion and the imperial 
court were particularly close during the Qing dynasty, whose Manchu 
rulers maintained the mutually beneficial relationship more vigorously 
than any of their predecessors (nos. 24–25, 34). 



THE LIFE AND IMAGES OF CONFUCIUS 
 
Born into humble circumstances, Confucius grew up in Qufu, capital of 
the small Lu state, during the decline of the Zhou empire. He struggled to 
achieve recognition as he progressed through a series of minor offices and 
eventually served briefly as minister of justice, with the duties of a prime 
minister. In late middle age, he spent years traveling among the 
contending states of north China, searching for a ruler who would govern 
with benevolence and revive the ancient sacrificial rites of the Zhou 
dynasty that he had studied in his youth. His last years, back in Lu, were 
spent as a private scholar, editing texts and holding discussions with his 
disciples. 
 
Visual representations of Confucius, made long after his death, display 
considerable variety and suggest different ideas about his significance. 
Although most depicted him as a teacher (nos. 6–9), some images portray 
him as minister of justice (no. 1), and a few illustrate the posthumous 
honors that elevated him to a king (no. 3). In 730, Confucius was 
proclaimed King of Propagating Culture, a title changed in 1530 to 
Ultimate Sage and First Teacher. Sculptural images of Confucius 
displaying regal emblems served as the focus for veneration rituals 
throughout China until 1530 and, thereafter, just in the Qufu temple. 
Some versions of his pictorial biography, which began appearing in the 
mid-15th century (nos. 4–5), feature supernatural omens and abilities 
suggesting that he was a heaven-sent sage. 

 
From an early age, Confucius took a keen interest in sacrificial rites that 
served the ancestors and maintained cosmic harmony. The ceremonies 
featured offerings of food and drink in finely cast bronze vessels (nos. 19–
20, 23) and music played on bronze bells and stone chimes (nos. 17–18). 
Texts associated with Confucius, known as the Classics, purported to 
reconstruct the ancient sage-rulers’ ritual institutions and moral 
principles. Developed and disseminated by his disciples and their 
followers, Confucius’s ideas were adopted by the rulers of the Han 
dynasty in the second century BCE, and official editions of the Classics, 
the ideological basis of China’s ancient feudal society, were carved on 
stone tablets (nos. 21–22) to serve as orthodox models for later 
generations. 

 



Cat. no. 1 

Anonymous 
Portrait of Confucius as Minister of Justice in Lu 
!"! #$%&'(! )*+
Ming dynasty (1368–1644) 
Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
 
Confucius is portrayed here wearing the clothing and hat of a high 
official, commemorating his brief tenure as minister of justice in his 
home state. The anonymous painting is one of several preserving this 
composition, which also appears in woodblock prints and incised stones. A 
celebratory poem composed in 1485 by Zhu Shenzuo (1450–1493), Prince 
Hui of Shu, is transcribed on a separate piece of silk above the painting. 
At left, a colophon by 72nd-generation descendant Kong Xianyi describes 
how this painting turned up in 1862 at a ceremony in Beijing and then 
was taken to the Qufu temple by Kong Fanhao, the 74th-generation Duke 
for Perpetuating the Sage (see his seal, no. 35). 



Cat. no. 2 

Pair of statues of Confucius and his wife, Madame Qiguan 
,"! #$-./0123(+
Song dynasty (960–1279) 
Wood, originally painted 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
These simple but expressive wooden figures are votive images of 
Confucius and his wife. Traces of paint and bits of textile are still visible 
on the wood surfaces. Tradition has it that the disciple Zigong carved the 
images during his six-year vigil at Confucius’s grave. The 48th-generation 
Duke for Perpetuating the Sage, Kong Duanyou (d. 1132), allegedly 
brought them to the south in 1127, while fleeing from the Jurchen 
invasion of north China. They were formerly kept in Quzhou, Zhejiang, 
where the Southern Song court re-established the cult of Confucius to 
maintain dynastic legitimacy. 



Cat. no. 3 

Queli zhi (Gazetteer of Queli [Qufu]) 
!"! 4567#89:+;<=>:?@ABCDE+
Qing dynasty, Yongzheng period (1723–35) 
Woodblock-printed book 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
The first of many editions of a book titled Queli zhi (a poetic name for 
the area “inside the watchtowers”) was published in 1505 to document 
the layout and rituals of the Qufu temple after a grand reconstruction. 
Compiled by the official Chen Gao, the information came from 
genealogies published by Kong descendants, stele inscriptions preserved 
in the temple and cemetery, and documents kept in the imperial 
secretariat. The book included many illustrations. Later supplements kept 
the gazetteer up to date. The Qing edition displayed here reproduced a 
line drawing of the temple’s main sculptural icon, which portrayed 
Confucius in imperial regalia. 



Cat. no. 4 

Traces of the Sage (Pictorial Biography of Confucius) 
!"! FGHIJKLM+
Ming dynasty (1368–1644) 
Album of 36 paintings and 5 leaves of calligraphy; ink and color on silk 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Although individual events in the life of Confucius were depicted as early 
as the Han dynasty (see no. 8), complete pictorial biographies started 
being produced only in the Ming period. The first version, commissioned 
in 1444 by the censor Zhang Kai (1398–1460), contained 29 scenes 
annotated with brief explanations and Zhang’s poems. To preserve the 
work, Zhang had it incised on stone tablets, from which rubbings were 
made and circulated, inspiring new versions. The six paintings displayed 
here come from an album whose 36 pictures include several supernatural 
scenes that were added in the late 15th century. 

 
Top row left to right: 
 
Scene 9 - Confucius asks Laozi about the rites 

Scene 10 - Confucius hears the Shao music in the state of Qi 

Scene 15 - Confucius orders the execution of Shao Zhengmao 
 
Bottom row, left to right: 
 
Scene 18 - Confucius is besieged by the men of Kuang 

Scene 31 - Confucius and his disciples at the Apricot Terrace, studying 
rites and music 

Scene 32 - Confucius receives a red rainbow from the Big Dipper 
 



Cat. no. 5 

Carved woodblock for printing Traces of the Sage 
(Pictorial Biography of Confucius) 

!"NO+P+<"QO! 3RJKLST+
Late Ming or early Qing period, 17th century 
Jujube wood (zaomu) 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Many books and albums with annotated pictures of the life of Confucius 
(see no. 4) have been published since the late 15th century. Often 
sponsored by government officials, illustrated biographies enabled people 
to “see” Confucius in action and be inspired by his example. Displayed 
here is a hardwood block used in printing a 17th-century edition that 
included over 100 scenes, each with a 4-character title. Blackened from 
use, the block is carved with a separate composition on each side. The 
images appear backward because they are reversed in the process of 
printing. 

Front: 

In this scene, titled “Receiving a Fish and Offering Sacrifice,” Confucius 
receives the gift of a fish on a hot day. He explains to his disciples that 
even though the fish was part of a surplus that would have eventually 
spoiled in the heat, the fisherman’s act was still that of a humane (ren) 
man. Therefore, the gift should be acknowledged by offering a sacrifice. 

 
Reverse: 

This scene, titled “Composing [the song] ‘Oh! The Orchid,’” depicts 
Confucius strumming his zither in a hidden valley where orchids are 
growing. Inspired by the fragrance of this underappreciated flower, he 
composes a song that laments the condition of the world and how 
worthies [such as himself] have gone unrecognized. 



Cat. no. 6 

Anonymous 
Confucius, Yan Hui, and Zeng Can 
!"! #$UVWUXYZJ(! )*+
Ming dynasty (1368–1644) 
Hanging scroll; ink on silk 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Wearing an official cap (see no. 1), Confucius sits under a pine tree, 
flanked by two disciples standing in respectful attendance. The men’s 
robes are formed from tiny Chinese characters transcribing the first half 
of the Analects (Lunyu) (see no. 11). The text begins on Confucius’s left 
elbow (viewer’s right) with the well-known sentence, “The Master said, 
‘To study and at times to practice what one has learned, is it not a 
pleasure?’” The painting bears a spurious attribution to the renowned 
calligrapher and painter Zhao Mengfu (1254–1322), as well as a partially 
effaced date of 1299. 



Cat. no. 7  

Anonymous 
Confucius Lecturing to His Disciples 
!"! #$[\L! )*+
Ming dynasty (1368–1644) 
Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Framed by protruding rocks and an overhanging pine, Confucius sits on a 
flat-topped stone, the Apricot Terrace (Xingtan), where he taught after 
returning from his travels. Four disciples attend him, and sixteen more 
are coming to join them. The collegial gathering in a scenic locale evokes 
the ideal of the scholarly retreat, away from the pressure of public 
affairs. The painting bears a notation attributing it to Li Tang, a 12th-
century court painter, but the dynamic patterns of fantastic landscape 
suggest a later Zhe-school artist.  



Cat. no. 8 

 
Pictorial stone depicting Confucius Meeting Laozi and 

Xiang Tuo, and other scenes 
]^! #$_`$abcd(e+
Eastern Han dynasty (25–220) 
Limestone 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
 
Confucius and his disciples often appear in scenes carved on stone slabs 
from second-century offering shrines in southwestern Shandong, near his 
ancient home. This example (see rubbing at left) illustrates his 
encounters with the elderly Laozi and the boy-genius Xiang Tuo. Although 
Laozi is commonly associated with Daoism, Confucius consulted him for 
his expertise on Zhou-dynasty ritual. Identified in name-labels, the two 
bow toward one another. In between stands the seven-year-old Xiang 
Tuo, facing Confucius with his pull-toy. Confucius was never too proud to 
learn, even from a child. 



Cat. no. 9 

Anonymous 
Confucius Observes the Tilting Vessels 
!"! #$fghL! )*+
Ming dynasty (1368–1644) 
Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
This painting illustrates a well-known lesson on the virtue of moderation, 
as recounted in a passage transcribed from the Sayings of the Confucians 
(Kongzi jiayu). While visiting the ancestral temple of Duke Huan of Lu (r. 
711–694 BCE), Confucius told his disciples that an enlightened ruler kept a 
cautionary vessel beside his seat. When the container was empty, it 
tilted; when medium full, it was upright; and when filled up, it 
overturned. Confucius then demonstrated. Illustrations of this anecdote 
had appeared by the twelfth century and remained popular in later 
periods. 



Cat. no. 10 

Music, Dance, and 100 Entertainments; Queen Mother of 
the West; and Lecturing on the Classics 
]^ijkld(emn+
Modern rubbing of Eastern Han dynasty (25–220) stone 
Ink on paper 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
 
This rubbing of a pictorial stone from an aristocratic tomb in the southern 
Shandong area shows the richness and encyclopedic range of Eastern Han 
funerary images. The upper two tiers depict the Queen Mother of the 
West; Nuwa and Fuxi, the mythological ancestors of mankind; the rabbit 
who pounds the elixir of immortality; and other fantastic creatures. 
Below the celestial realm of the immortals is a scene of Confucian 
scholars discussing the Classics, represented by an open scroll of bamboo 
strips. In the rest of the tiers are scenes of entertainment and a grand 
procession of mounted riders and horse-drawn carriages. 



Cat. no. 11 

The Four Books with Collected Annotations (Sishu jizhu) 
!"! AopqrE;stuv_wsxRI@+
Ming dynasty, 1480 
Woodblock-printed book (2 volumes displayed) 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
 
Since the 12th century, the Great Learning (Daxue), the Analects 
(Lunyu), the Mencius (Mengzi), and the Constant Mean (Zhongyong) have 
been published together under the title Four Books, with notes and 
commentaries by Zhu Xi (1130–1200). Representing the essence of the 
Confucian canon, the Four Books form a program of moral cultivation and 
embody foundational values of Chinese civilization. The court, 
government schools, private academies, and commercial publishers all 
produced editions. Exhibited here is one of the finest, published by Zhu 
Jianjun (1456–1527), the first Ming Prince of Ji, in his domain at 
Changsha, Hunan. 



Cat. no. 12 

Ritual tube (cong) 
yehzO{|}QO! ~�+
Neolithic, ca. 2500 BCE, or Western Zhou dynasty (ca. 1050–771 BCE) 
Jade 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Jade cong tubes first appeared during the middle of the Neolithic period 
in the eastern part of China, where they were used as ritual objects in 
burials. This type of jade was continued into the Zhou dynasty and is one 
of the prescribed ritual forms mentioned in the Rites of Zhou (Zhouli), an 
important text in the Confucian canon. In the “Chunguan Dazongbo” 
chapter of the Rites of Zhou, it is said, “Use yellow cong tubes to 
propitiate the earth.” The ancient Chinese held that the earth is square 
and yellow.  



Cat. no. 13 
Ritual blade (chan) 
|}! �~�+
Western Zhou dynasty (ca. 1050–771 BCE) 
Jade 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Unearthed from the Cemetery of Confucius, Qufu, Shandong The 
prototype for this ritual jade blade was the stone shovel. It was a 
practical tool used for farming during China’s Neolithic period that was 
transformed into a sacrificial object. Called a jade yue (battle ax), it 
became a token of the owner’s power of life and death over others. The 
shovel handle is basically rectangular in shape, while the blade is curved 
to a slightly upward point at both ends. The top is adorned with a pair of 
back-turned birds and a hole for passing through a tie-string. The body is 
carved with an animal-mask motif in low relief. 



Cat. no. 14 
Ritual disk (bi) 
��! ~�+
Warring States period (475–221 BCE) 
Jade 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Excavated in 1978 from Warring States Tomb No. 52 at the site of the 
ancient capital of Lu state, Qufu, Shandong Jade disks first appeared 
during the mid-Neolithic period in the eastern part of China, where they 
were used as ritual objects in burials. It is another one of the prescribed 
ritual jades mentioned in the Rites of Zhou (Zhouli). In the “Chunguan 
Dazongbo” chapter of this classic text, it is said that “celadon jade disks 
are used to propitiate heaven”; this is because the ancient Chinese 
thought that the cosmos was round. 



Cat. no. 15 
Finial for a staff 
��! ������+
Warring States period (475–221 BCE) 
Bronze with gold and silver inlay 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
Excavated in 1978 from Wangfutai Tomb No. 3 in the ancient capital of Lu 

state, Qufu, Shandong 
 
Originally used as a walking stick, the staff became a symbol of authority 
during the late Neolithic period in China. This bronze ornament in the 
form of several fantastic beasts is the finial of a ceremonial staff. Its 
surface is intricately inlaid with gold and silver, demonstrating superb 
craftsmanship and the distinction of class. 



Cat. no. 16 
Ornament in eleven pieces 
��! ~��+
Warring States period (475–221 BCE) 
Jade 
Shandong Archeological Research Institute 
Unearthed in 1978 from Qufu, Shandong 
 
During the early dynastic history of China, jade paraphernalia had 
become indispensable in ritual music, in sacrifices to ancestors and gods, 
and in a regulated system of insignias. They were also used to distinguish 
blood relationship and as symbols of social position. Confucius had said, 
“The beauty of jade is reflective of the virtues of a gentleman.” It has 
the same good qualities of benevolence (ren), rectitude (yi), respect (li), 
wisdom (zhi), trust (xin), optimism (le), truth (zhong), forgiveness (tian), 
confidence (di), ambition (de), and cultivation (dao). 



Cat. no. 17 
Graduated set of bells (bian zhong) 
��! ���+
Spring and Autumn period (770–475 BCE) 
Bronze 
Shandong Archeological Research Institute 
Unearthed in 1977 from Liujiadianzi, Yishui, Shandong 
 
Graduated sets of bells flourished during the Spring and Autumn and 
Warring States periods and lasted well into the Qin and Han era. During 
the Western Zhou dynasty, a ritual system concerning the size of a bell 
set was still being observed. Bells covering the most comprehensive tonal 
ranges were only used by the king and his dukes when conducting rituals 
or entertaining. The nine bells in this set all bear the same 23-character 
inscription indicating that this set was specially made for the use of a 
certain noble family named Chen. 



Cat. no. 18 
Set of chimes (bian qing) 
��! e��+
Warring States period (475–221 BCE) 
Limestone 
Shandong Archeological Research Institute 
Unearthed in 1979 from the large Warring States burial site at Dafuguan 

village in the ancient capital of Qi state, Linzi, Shandong 
 
Qing chimes, fashioned out of stone, are percussion instruments that first 
appeared in China’s late Neolithic period. During the earliest dynasties, 
sets of qing chimes were used together with graduated bell sets by rulers 
and the aristocracy in ritual ceremonies. The stones were hung in a 
wooden frame and struck with a mallet to produce music. Lu state was 
the original producer of stone chimes, and Confucius was said to be one 
of the expert makers of stone chimes during the Spring and Autumn 
period. 



Cat. no. 19 
 
Rectangular food container of the Earl of Lu (Lubo xu) 
|}! ����+
Western Zhou (ca. 1050–771 BCE) 
Bronze 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
Excavated in 1978 from Wangfutai Tomb No. 48 in the ancient capital of 

Lu state, Qufu, Shandong 
 
The xu vessel is a Zhou dynasty food container for such grains as rice and 
sorghum. A symbol of prestige, it was used together with other bronze 
vessel types such as the ding and the gui. Inside the lid is a 36-character 
inscription which explains that this container was made by the Earl of Lu 
in honor of his parents and to express his wishes for prosperity and 
longevity. The text also serves as evidence that this vessel had been used 
by the Earl of Lu. 



Cat. no. 20 
Covered flask of Mother Hou (Houmu hu) 
|}! ����+
Western Zhou dynasty (ca. 1050–771 BCE) 
Bronze 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
Excavated in 1978 from Wangfutai Tomb No.48 in the ancient capital of 

Lu state, Qufu, Shandong 
 
The form of this bronze wine flask was derived from the ceramic jugs of 
the Neolithic period. Bronze wine flasks like this one were used by the 
nobility throughout the early dynasties. Along the rim of the lid and 
around the neck are matching 15-character inscriptions that translate as, 
“Mother Hou made this military flask for Father Hou to use on expeditions 
and to use for good fortune without end”; it is a blessing intended for 
protection, safety, and innumerable chances of luck when leaving on an 
expedition of war. 



Cat. no. 21 
Fragments of the Xiping Stone Classics 
]^! ��e��e+
Eastern Han dynasty, 175 CE 
Stone 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
Unearthed from Luoyang, Henan 
 
The Xiping Stone Classics constitute the earliest official set of the 
Confucian Classics to have been carved onto stone. In 175 CE, during the 
Xiping era, Imperial Counselor Cai Yong and his supporters petitioned to 
protect the authenticity of the Six Classics. As a result, 46 engraved 
steles (each 10.9 feet tall) were placed in front of the imperial university 
in the capital city of Luoyang. They provided an authentic standard for 
students and served to curb attempts by self-designated scholars to alter 
the Classics. Although the steles had long been destroyed, fragments such 
as these have been unearthed since Northern Song times. 



Cat. no. 22 
Fragments of the Zhengshi Stone Classics 
Z�zO+;��@! >�e��e+
Three Kingdoms period (Wei kingdom), 241 CE 
Stone 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
Unearthed from Luoyang, Henan 
 
This engraving project, completed in the second year of the Zhengshi era, 
reproduced only two of the Classics (Classic of History and Spring and 
Autumn Annals). The tablets, also known as the Wei Stone Classics or the 
Three-Script Stone Classics, were erected west of the imperial university 
lecture halls in the southern suburbs of the Wei capital. They differ from 
the Han tablets in being carved in three different scripts—seal, large seal, 
and clerical. Fragments have been unearthed from time to time since the 
late Qing dynasty and were invaluable for the study of Chinese 
etymology. In 1922, the largest known fragment came to light at the site 
of the Luoyang imperial university ruins, yielding over 1,800 characters of 
text. 

 



Cat. no. 23a–j 
Set of ten Shang and Zhou bronze ritual vessels bestowed 

by the Qianlong emperor in 1771 
�� ¡¢}£¤+
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
The Qing dynasty Qianlong emperor traveled to Qufu eight times to pay 
homage to the Sage and wrote many poems in praise of him as a man of 
“consistent heavenly virtue and a teacher to ancient emperors and 
kings.” During his third visit, in 1771, he personally examined the 
sacrificial utensils in the temple and was not impressed by what was 
there. Upon his return to Beijing, he ordered immediate action to have 
ten selected bronze vessels from the imperial collection transported to 
Qufu as a gift to the Kong family, placing them in the personal care of 
Kong Zhaohuan, the 71st-generation Duke for Perpetuating the Sage. 
They are now classified as first class National Cultural Relics. Several of 
the bronzes have carved and inscribed Qianlong period wood covers or 
stands. 

 

 



1 (cat. no. 23f) 
Food-serving vessel (Boyi gui) 
|}! ��¥¦+
Western Zhou dynasty (ca. 1050–771 BCE) 
Bronze (with Qing dynasty wood base and cover and jade knob) 
 
This vessel is covered with animal motifs. The principal decoration on the 
body and foot consist of a series of animal masks with paired eyes set 
within scrolls. Each of the two handles on the sides is in the form of a 
horned creature with a hanging tail. A raised animal mask is set on the 
central axis above the main mask on each side of the vessel. A four-line 
inscription on the interior has become obscured, leaving with only six 
legible characters. 

 
2 (cat. no. 23a) 
Tripod (Mugong ding) 
¢"! �3§¨+
Shang dynasty (ca. 1600–ca. 1050 BCE) 
Bronze (with Qing dynasty wood stand and cover and jade knob) 
 
By the Zhou dynasty, the bronze ding food container had become a 
symbol of the state and a ruler’s rightful authority, making it the most 
important item in an assemblage of ritual vessels. The decoration of this 
tripod ding features repeated animal masks, the predominant motif of 
Shang dynasty bronze art. A seven-character inscription in two lines (zuo 
Fuwu ding, Mugong ce) on the inside wall names the vessel and its maker. 

 



3 (cat. no. 23d) 
Square food container (fangding) 
|}! �©¨+
Western Zhou dynasty (ca. 1050–771 BCE) 
Bronze (with Qing dynasty wood cover and jade knob) 
 
This rectangular container is unusual for its swelling belly, hooved legs, 
and simple decoration of raised rectangular frames. 

 
4 (cat. no. 23b) 
Wine vessel (gu) 
¢"! �ª«¬+
Shang dynasty (ca. 1600–ca. 1050 BCE) 
Bronze (with Qing dynasty wood stand) 
 
5 (cat. no. 23i) 
Covered food-serving vessel (gui) 
|}! �®¦+
Western Zhou dynasty (ca. 1050–771 BCE) 
Bronze 
 
This round food-serving vessel has a domical fitted lid that serves as a 
bowl when inverted. Its decoration features animal-head handles and feet 
and a frieze of ribbon-like, coiled kui dragon motifs on both lid and body. 

 



6 (cat. no. 23h) 
Tray (fu) 
|}! �¯°+
Western Zhou dynasty (ca. 1050–771 BCE) 
Bronze 
 
Under the rim, a band of studded scrolls circles the mouth of the vessel. 
Beneath that, the walls are decorated with intertwining beasts and eye 
motifs. The inscription inside the vessel, only part of which is legible, 
basically means, “for the use of offspring generation after generation.” 

 
7 (cat. no. 23j) 
Tripod steamer (yan) 
¢"+P+|}QO! �±²³+
Shang dynasty / early Western Zhou period 
(16th–11th c. BCE) 
Bronze (with Qing dynasty wood cover and jade knob) 
 
This food steamer is a composite of the zeng pot and the li cauldron, 
separated by a strainer with cross-shaped openings for steam. Below the 
rim of the pot is a frieze of ribbonlike spirals around a pair of eyes, 
forming a stylized mask. The li cauldron is sectioned into three connected 
legs, which are each decorated with an animal mask in relief. 

 
8 (cat. no. 23c) 
Covered food-serving vessel (dou) 
��! ����®´µ+
Warring States period (475–221 BCE) 
Bronze inlaid with gold and silver (with Qing dynasty wood stand) 
 
This vessel is covered with animal and bird designs: one-legged, 
serpentine kui dragon and phoenix motifs on the lid and phoenix and owl 
motifs on the bowl. The bits of gold and silver inlaid throughout this 
design are characteristic of late Zhou dynasty bronze decoration. 



 
9 (cat. no. 23g) 
Wine container (Fuyi you) 
¢"! �¶·¸+
Shang dynasty (ca. 1600–ca. 1050 BCE) 
Bronze 
 
The interior of this vessel bears the inscription “ce Fuyi,” matching the 
one inside the lid. 

 
10 (cat. no. 23e) 
Wine container (xizun) 
}"! �¹º+
Zhou dynasty (ca. 1050–256 BCE) 
Bronze (with Qing dynasty carved jade plaque and wood stand) 
 
This unusual wine container is in the shape of a bovine animal. Attached 
to its back is an oval lid that can be opened. 



Cat. no. 24 
Box for imperial edicts, bestowed on the Duke for 

Perpetuating the Sage 
<"!  ¡»¼J½¾¿ÀÁ�Â3SÃ+
Qing dynasty (1644–1911) 
Lacquered and gilded carved wood 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Created in a palace workshop, this container was made to hold an 
emperor’s edict awarding noble titles to descendants of Confucius (see 
no. 25). The tall lid is deeply carved in high relief, and both sections are 
gilded, producing a dazzling surface. At top center, a frontal dragon 
looms over a plaque framed by cloud-spirals and topped by a flaming 
jewel. The bilingual inscription in Manchu and Chinese proclaims, “By the 
Command of Heaven.” The surrounding decoration of five-clawed dragons 
rearing over the sea emphasizes the imperial provenance. 



Cat. no. 25 

Imperial edict conferring a title on the parents of Kong 
Zhaoqian 
<"!  ¡#ÄÅ¶�ÀÁ+
Qing dynasty, 1828 
Colored inks on patterned silk brocade 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
During the Qing dynasty, members of the senior Kong lineage pursued 
careers in government or distinguished themselves in scholarship, 
literature, and calligraphy. Eminent officials were entitled to petition the 
emperor to award their ancestors posthumous ranks and titles. The 
bilingual document exhibited here grants such honors to Kong Guangsen 
(1752–1786) and Madame Shen, the deceased parents of Kong Zhaoqian 
(1775–1835), who had passed the jinshi examination in 1801 and gone on 
to an impressive career. The Chinese text reads from right to left and the 
Manchu from left to right, meeting in the middle on the yellow silk. 



Cat. no. 26 
Anonymous 
Memorial Portrait of Kong Shangxian, 64th-generation 

Duke for Perpetuating the Sage 
!"! Æ£o"¼J½#ÇÈÉÊ(! )*+
Ming dynasty, ca. 1622 
Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Kong Shangxian became the senior descendant of Confucius in 1556, at 
the age of twelve, and was officially installed as Duke for Perpetuating 
the Sage in 1559. Heading the Kong lineage for sixty-two years, he served 
under five Ming emperors. After his death, he was awarded three 
additional titles, two by the last Ming emperor and one by the Qing 
Yongzheng emperor in 1730. In this memorial portrait, he is formally 
attired as a Ming official, wearing a stiff-eared black gauze cap and a 
crimson robe ornamented with a four-clawed dragon. 



Cat. no. 27 
Anonymous 
Portrait of Madame Yan, Wife of Kong Shangxian, 64th-

generation Duke for Perpetuating the Sage 
!"! Æ£o"¼J½ÀÁË01Ì(! )*+
Ming dynasty (1368–1644) 
Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Not made for use in memorial ceremonies but for more informal 
remembrance, this painting portrays the first wife of Duke Kong 
Shangxian (see no. 26) as a cultivated matron. Dragons and flaming pearls 
adorn her garments, indicating her high rank; the book beside her 
suggests her literary interests, alongside the feminine pursuits symbolized 
by her scissors and ruler. Madame Yan (1547–1602) came from a powerful 
family. Her grandfather Yan Song (1481–1565) and father Yan Shifan 
(1513–1565) dominated the Ming central government in the mid-sixteenth 
century. 



 
Cat. no. 28 

Anonymous 
Memorial Portrait of Kong Chuanduo, 68th-generation 

Duke for Perpetuating the Sage 
<"! Æ£Í"¼J½#ÎÏÉÊ(! )*+
Qing dynasty (1644–1911) 
Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
Becoming duke in 1724, just before a fire destroyed much of the Qufu 
temple, Kong Chuanduo (1674–1735) oversaw a massive rebuilding 
project, generously supported by the Yongzheng emperor. In 1731, soon 
after its completion, the duke gave up his position due to severe arthritis. 
His memorial portrait shows him wearing a coral and jade court necklace 
(see no. 38) and a gauze surcoat over his blue court robe, which is 
adorned with golden five-clawed dragons above mountains and waves. Hu 
Erle (fl. mid 18th c.) inscribed the duke’s posthumous title. 



Cat. no. 29 
Anonymous 
Memorial Portrait of Madame Li, Wife of Kong Chuanduo, 

68th-generation Duke for Perpetuating the Sage 
<"! Æ£Í"¼J½ÐÑÒ01ÉÊ(! )*+
Qing dynasty (1644–1911) 
Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
A native of Shouguang, Shandong, Li Yu (1675–1714) was the second wife 
of Kong Chuanduo (see no. 28) and mother of his heir, Kong Jihuo (1697–
1719). Both mother and son died before Kong Chuanduo became duke in 
1724, and he was succeeded in 1731 by Jihuo’s son, Kong Guangqi (1713–
1743). In this memorial portrait, Madame Li wears a gold and kingfisher 
crown decorated with openwork phoenixes, accented with rubies, and 
bordered with pearls. Her red robe displays four-clawed golden dragons 
and multicolored ruyi-shaped clouds, bordered below by stylized 
mountains, waves, and flaming jewels. 



Cat. no. 30 
Anonymous 
Memorial Portrait of Kong Lingyi, 76th-generation Duke 

for Perpetuating the Sage 
Ó�! Ô£Æ"¼J½#ÕÖÉÊ(! )*+
Republic, ca. 1919 
Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
During the transition from the Qing dynasty to the Chinese Republic, Duke 
Kong Lingyi (1872–1919) supported efforts to preserve the cult of 
Confucius and maintain the Kong family’s privileged position. This 
memorial portrait represents him as a Qing noble, wearing a sable surcoat 
over court robes decorated with five-clawed dragons. The face is copied 
from a photograph and contrasts sharply with the more stylized elements 
of the setting. No longer a novelty by the 1900s, photographic effects 
were appreciated for the realism with which they evoked a deceased 
ancestor. 



Cat. no. 31 
Official seals of the Duke for Perpetuating the Sage Qing 

dynasty (1644–1911) 
<"! ¼J½3×ØÙ+
Wood 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
Ex collection Kong Family Mansion Collection 
 
From left to right: 
A. ÚÛÜ¾Ý/Þß+Changyuanxian fengsiguan qianji 
B. àJ¾Ý/xáâãäLß+Zhiseng fengsiguan futian guanlichu 

tuji 
C. ¼J½×+Yanshenggong yin 
 
On the left (A) is the seal of a county-level official in charge of sacrificial 
offerings to Confucius. In the center (B) is the official seal for the 
management of the Kong family estate land in Qufu, also used for 
sacrificial purposes. On the right (C), the four-character regular-script 
legend translates as “Seal of the Duke for Perpetuating the Sage.” It was 
the official seal used exclusively by the eldest lineal male descendant of 
Confucius in the Kong family. 

 
 



Cat. no. 32 
Private seal of 74th-generation Kong descendant 
<"Ô£o"åæçè×+;éêë@+
Qing dynasty, 19th century (replica) 
Crystal 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
Ex collection Kong Family Mansion Collection 
#$Ô£o"åìíî×+Kongzi qishisi dai sun Fanhao zhiyin 
 
This is the personal seal of Kong Fanhao (1806–1862), who was the 74th-
generation Duke for Perpetuating the Sage mentioned in a colophon on 
the Portrait of Confucius as Minister of Justice in Lu (cat. no. 1). 

 
 



Cat. no. 33 
Official robe of the Duke for Perpetuating the Sage 
!"! ¼J½ïðñòó/ô+
Ming dynasty (1368–1644) 
Linen and silk 
Shandong Provincial Museum 
Ex collection Kong Family Mansion 
 
This robe is tailored in the yisan style, featuring an overlapping lapel 
opening to the right, loose sleeves, and a gathered waist. The neck is 
finished with a trim of white silk. A colorful design of waves against cliffs 
and fish is woven on the chest and back. The shoulders, sleeves, and 
lower half of the skirt are embellished with flying fish amidst clouds. The 
flying-fish robe was a kind of gift apparel bestowed by emperors of the 
Ming dynasty. 



Cat. no. 34 
Anonymous 
Pine and Crane (Longevity Painting), bestowed by 

Empress Dowager Cixi on Madame Peng, Mother of 
Duke Kong Lingyi 

<"! õö÷ø¡ù01úûL! )*+
Qing dynasty, 1894 
Hanging scroll; gold pigment on paper 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
As described in the mounting colophon by Duke Kong Lingyi (see no. 30), 
this painting was a gift to his mother, Madame Peng (1849–1908), the 
widow of 75th-generation Duke Kong Xiangke (1848–1876). In autumn 
1894, she accompanied Kong Lingyi and his wife to Beijing for the 
sixtieth-birthday celebration of the empress dowager Cixi (1835–1908), 
who favored her honored guests with gifts of calligraphy and painting. 
Symbolizing wishes for long life, the crane and pine are complemented by 
the poem inscribed at lower left by Wang Yirong (1845–1900), an eminent 
literatus in the Hanlin Academy. 



Cat. no. 35 
 “Imperially bestowed ‘Poetry, Documents, Ritual, Music’” 
seal 
!"! ü ¡ýpþiÿ!"#e×+
Ming dynasty (1368–1644) 
Soapstone (shoushan shi) 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
+

 ¡ýpþi+Yuci shi shu li yue 
 
Inscribed as a gift from the emperor, this seal names four classic texts 
that Confucius was believed to have edited. A pair of sinuous dragons, 
symbolizing the emperor, frames the inscription. The irregularly shaped 
stone is carved to depict a mountain landscape with four men in a boat. 
The scene probably refers to Su Shi’s (1037–1101) outing to the Red Cliff, 
a popular subject in Ming paintings, woodblock prints, and objects for the 
scholar’s desk.  



Cat. no. 36 
Set of five altar vessels 
<"! d$%&¤+
Qing dynasty (1644–1911) 
Painted enamel and gilt copper 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
This magnificent set of five painted-enamel altar vessels was the 
Yongzheng emperor’s gift to the Kong family on the occasion of his visit 
to the Temple of Confucius. Each vessel carries an inscription that 
translates as “Made in the Yongzheng reign.” The censer at the center of 
the set is clearly a reference to the archaic bronze ding shape seen 
among Shang and Zhou dynasty ritual vessels (see no. 23a). 



Cat. no. 37 
Covered incense burner with crane feet 
<"! '()Zû*¨+
Qing dynasty (1644–1911) 
Cloisonné enamel and gilt copper 
The Confucius Museum in Qufu, Shandong Province 
 
This ornate interpretation of the ding shape is intricately patterned with 
filigree filled with richly colored enamel. The technique, known in the 
West as cloisonné enamel, reached a high level of sophistication during 
the Jingtai reign of the Ming dynasty. Due to their usual blue ground or 
dominant color, these highly decorative objects came to be called 
Jingtailan (blue ware of the Jingtai reign). The cranes and deer on this 
vessel are auspicious symbols of longevity. 

 
 



Cat. no. 38 
Beaded court necklace 
<"! +,+
Qing dynasty (1644–1911) 
Gemstones and coral 
 
As a symbol of status, such necklaces were limited to the particular ranks 
and groups of people specified in the Collected Statutes of the Great 
Qing (Da Qing huidian): “Those who are qualified to wear imperial 
beaded court necklaces are princes and dukes; civil officials of the fifth 
rank and above; military officers of the fourth rank and above; members 
of the imperial academy and divination masters; ministers and provincial 
chiefs; imperial body guards; princesses, wives of princes and dukes; and 
any female with the appointed title of virtuous woman of the fifth rank 
and above. Officials below the fifth rank are not allowed to wear beaded 
court necklaces.” 
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